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Abstract—Duplicate content or writing on online social networks is a material that shows up in many more than one location on Online Social Site, Pages etc. Now a days Facebook is an online social networking site that connects people together during the form of expressing personal preferences and opinions as well as communication. In this research paper, we found detecting duplicate material in Facebook groups, pages, and trying to provide a solution for limiting this duplicate content, that is being posted to Facebook and other online social networks. We specified the solution to the issue in the first step and designed an algorithm called Restriction Algorithm for Duplicate Content, which is restricted to posting the copied content in more times on social networks like Facebook. In the second step, we have implemented it to validate our methodology and we have checked the identification of duplicate content of social media writing by using various social media posts as input tests and finally enriching the findings at a satisfactory stage. With optimal computation time, our proposed algorithm can handle large string sizes (more than 10,000 bytes).
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I. INTRODUCTION

TODAY, as a medium of information and communication, social media is rising undoubtedly very fast. Social media and particularly online Social Networks (OSN) have grown since the start of this century as sites where audiences create and share information and interact with it rigorously via various actions. Among the online social websites such as Facebook, Instagram Twitter, and LinkedIn draw users more and more. Online Social Networks have billions of users and they have different sets of understanding, competence, and abilities, so it can be seen as a group model of knowledge [1]. This landscape is dominated by Facebook and YouTube, as remarkable U.S. adult majorities use each of these sites. Simultaneously, younger Americans (especially those aged between 18 and 24) stand out for promoting and frequently using a variety of platforms. Approximately 78 percent of 18- to 24-year-olds use Snapchat, and a large majority (71 percent) visit the app repeatedly a day. Furthermore, 71 percent of Americans now use Instagram in this age group and almost half (45 percent) use Facebook [2]. In 2018, a recent survey conducted by the company found that users of the site hated material that was copied and scraped from other outlets. In this article [3], we found that there will be two forms of duplicate content and both could be a concern. The first one is onsite duplication and the second one is offline duplication. Both site duplication is irritating for random users. Onsite replication is when the site duplicates the same content on two or more separate URLs. This is usually something that the site admin and the web development team can handle. And then Offline replication is when the very same pieces of material are released by two or more pages. It is something that can always not be explicitly monitored but relies on collaborating with third-party companies and the administrators of the violating websites. In figure: 1 we can find an idea that how the percentage of the user is increasing day by day who spend their lots of time in online social networks. So, obviously it will be an important issue to work for the duplicate posts on online social networks. Facebook has confirmed that most of the sites that do

![Fig. 1: The worldwide social network users summary from 2016 to 2020 (in billions)](image-url)
such things are sites of low quality, rife with cheap advertising, clickbait headlines, and spammy landing pages. Facebook authority think about that and try to make out something new protocol or algorithm. The new protocol would essentially ban any site that appears to be using duplicate content and ads that are irrelevant to the discussion at hand on its News Feed. Also, the algorithm can identify articles that are not relevant to the subject or seem under-exaggerated and intellectually dishonest [3]. Nowadays people are passing their leisure time browsing the online social site and all the time they want unique content, news, funny post which haven’t shown yet. By considering this, we investigate that girls and boys passing more time by scrolling various Facebook groups, Facebook pages than scrolling other things. There is a common issue that if one of post gains more popular or gain more like and comment, other members have a common intention that, they copied it and post it more and more time without mentioning the real author or anything else. It is irritating for the audience to see the same post, contents again and again. We have investigated one important point that audience shows their anger in the comment section, why they posted the same status again and again.

In very recent, many researchers have worked with this problem and try to propose new ideas for overcoming this irritating issue. Authors [4] work for Detecting Sockpuppets in Social Media and they used Plagiarism Detection Algorithms. In their research paper, they discuss several possible approaches to classify the user accounts – sockpuppets by adding plagiarism detection algorithms to test and evaluate their success against the various types of threat. In very recent, authors [5] have shown in their paper a plagiarism analysis for social media content and picture using URL as input sample. They use Smith-Waterman Algorithm and Latent Semantic Analysis method for measuring similarities. They only check the similarity measurement but one important thing came out that, there is no restriction analysis is not found on their paper when users are posting often the same post. And also, we study some related research paper who worked with duplicate contents on online social networks. Authors [6-8] work with detecting duplicate contents like finding duplicate web pages, duplicated of partial content detection, duplicate content search etc on online social networks. After concerning the above discussion, we decide to think with some new ideas that the duplicate post is needed sometimes is not. So, we decide that if we give an option than three times can be OK but not more than three times posting the same duplicate post on the same Facebook group, page, or any other social site. After that, by doing these members get an alarming statement for this. So, in this research paper, we propose an algorithm that makes a restriction to post the same status when it has already done three times on the same Facebook group or Facebook page.

II. BACKGROUND STUDY

Facebook has become more than a social network, as using it is easy to reach a large number of people. We can see a short overview of Facebook of 2020 from figure 2, where worldwide total active users as of the first quarter of 2020 [9] are shown with monthly approximate comments which are left on Facebook pages [10]. Nowadays, most people use Facebook for their business. We also can see the approximate active small business pages amount on Facebook [11]. Besides pages, another great communication feature of Facebook is a group, which is provided real value with promotional content. There has also an idea of Facebook groups and the number of people uses Facebook groups every month [9]. The research of Facebook with users showed that aged between 18 to 24 are open to brands posting in Facebook groups as long as those posts provide real value rather than just promotion. Another popular Facebook feature is to share posts. In average each user likes 13 posts, also make 5 comments, and share 1 post per month [11]. The like button pressing times in between every 1 minute [10] is given in the figure. Besides, 317,000 status updates; 400 new users; 147,000 photos uploaded; and 54,000 links have been shared in a month [10]. Including goods sides, Facebook has some bad sides also. There have a huge number of fake user accounts and one of the large problems is duplicate posts. Users can get duplicate posts from their Facebook friends. The frequent reason for duplicate posts in

![Fig. 2: A short overview of Facebook of the year 2020](image)

the pages can be the item URLs in the news feed have changed. We can see different percentages of Facebook using the year 2020 in figure 3. Need for less data for using Facebook and easily usable, using Facebook is sort of easy to reach most of the people. Generally, people use Facebook for different reasons, like – just for going through the news feed where 45% of people use it for getting news [12]; 88% of user are on there to stay in touch with family and friends [13]; sometimes posting own updates like – 40% people said they would share their health data with Facebook [12]; commenting, liking, and sharing different posts; managing group or page;
business purpose; promoting work; someone uses it for showing their talents, etc. We know about the active small business pages on Facebook in figure 1, here, worldwide 93.7% of businesses use Facebook [14]. There are 49% of users like a Facebook page and 42% of users don’t like any pages [12]. Almost 75% of high-income earners use Facebook for its excellent advertising platform [9]. People make the page for many kinds of business purposes, in between them, the average engagement rate of make by videos is 6.13% [11] which is about 11% of Facebook posts, where 89.5% of businesses prefer to share their video content in average Facebook shares. People use Facebook to promote their work also. After video making and sharing, Facebook is famous for selling and buying products. In 2016, the Facebook marketplace was introduced as an online shopping channel for people to buy and sell from each other locally, sort of via Messenger. Product selling business is such an intense that 57% of consumers claim that social media influences them to do the shopping [15] and 78% of consumers say everyone by Facebook, and most recently there has an intent to get viral via Facebook all over the world which means a position has generated an intense level of attention in the form of a high number of likes, comments, and shares. The median virality rate for Facebook Pages is 1.92%. There are called a Facebook celebrity, it made someone’s life!

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The details of our proposed algorithm with a working flow diagram are described in section III. In section IV, we have described the outcome of the details of our proposed algorithm with proper direction. And finally, we have included our conclusion with limitations and future direction in Section V.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Problem formulation

Facebook has 2.4 billion members, the world’s biggest social networking site. There are also more than one billion users in other social networks, including Twitter and WhatsApp [16-17]. Users want more flexibility and want not to get irritating when they browsing the online social site. Seeing the same post over and over in the same Facebook group is irritating for all. For search engines, duplicate content that poses three key problems [18]:

- Don’t even know which version(s) we have to include / prohibit from indexes.
- Don’t know how and when to guide the parameters of the links (believe, legitimacy, anchored text, connection equity, etc.) to one site or retain it isolated among different variants.
- Don’t know which version(s) should be listed for the results of queries.

Search engines will seldom show several versions of the same content to have the best search experience, and are thus forced to select which version would most likely be the best result. And another important point is that, link equity may be further reduced because other sites often have to choose between the duplicates. Rather than all spammy links referring to one piece of content, they connect to multiple parts, spreading the equity connection between the duplicates. Site owners will experience rankings and traffic failures when duplicate content is present for above those two main issues.

Facebook is one of the leading online social networks where many users use this platform for their business purpose. To do this user create group, page to connect many users. Considering these three key points we can say that, these problems may arise when we use Facebook pages, groups for sharing our unique contents, selling posts, or anything else. By concerning this issue, we have proposed this algorithm to restrict duplicate posts. In figure: -4 we have shown our working flow how this algorithm works. In the proposed algorithm section, we have described the detailed process of our algorithm.
Algorithm 1: Restriction Algorithm for Duplicate Content

**Input:** String Input  
**Output:** Restricting same posting after three attempts

1. **Post()** // This is main function  
2.  
3. // Connecting to database
4. if (Connection != Null) then
5.  
6. Initialize input variable ← values from users;
7.  
8. Initialize connecting variables ← connect to first table of database;
9.  
10. if (input variable = connecting variable) then
11.  
12. Check(inputvariable);  
13. // Check is a sub function
14. else  
15.  
16. First table ← input variable;
17.  
18. end
19.  
20. Check(stringinputvariable);  
21. // Check is a sub function
22.  
23. Initial input variable ← values from users;
24.  
25. Initialize connecting variable ← connect to second table of database
26.  
27. if (input variable = connecting variable) then
28.  
29. Recheck(inputvariable);
30. // Recheck is a sub function
31.  
32. else  
33.  
34. Second table ← input variable;
35.  
36. end
37.  
38. Recheck(stringinputvariable)
39. // Recheck is a sub function
40.  
41. Initialize connecting variables ← connect to third table of database;
42.  
43. if (input variable = connecting variable) then
44.  
45. (  
46. print statement(Posting restricted!! Duplicate post found!!);
47.  
48. else  
49.  
50. Third table ← input variable;
51.  
52. end

![Workflow diagram of Restriction Algorithm for Duplicate Posts](image)

**B. Proposed Algorithm**

The concept of our proposed methodology is based on detecting duplicate contents and making a restriction in most used online social site named Facebook. In our proposed algorithms three functions and database tables have been used. It works in three steps which are shown in our proposed algorithm named Restriction Algorithm for Duplicate Posts.

- **Post() function**: In Post() function, first it will check the Connection between Interface and Database. If the Connection is OK then it will ask the user to input a String. Then initial the input value and store the value in the first table of the Data base. If the input value is equal to the stored value then it will call a sub-function Check(), whose parameter is String. Else the Input String will be stored in the first table of Database.

- **Check() function**: In Sub Function Check(), it will initiate the store value of the second table of Database. If the input value is equal to the stored value then it will call a sub-function Recheck(), whose parameter is also an input String. Else the Input String will be stored in the second table of Database.

- **Recheck() function**: In Sub Function Recheck(), it will initiate the store value of the third table of Database If the Input Value is equal to the stored value then it will stop the process and shows an end statement. Else the input String will be stored in the third table of Database.

**IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION**

**A. Environmental Setup**

We have implemented our proposed algorithm which has been developed under the following environment:

- **Operating System**: Windows 10 64bit  
- **Processor**: Intel® Core™ i3-7100 CPU @ 3.90 GHz  
- **RAM**: 8 GBytes  
- **IDE**: Net beans  
- **Programming Language**: Core Java

**B. Results and Discussion**

1) **System Outcome Analysis**: We have implemented our proposed algorithm in java to verify our outcomes. We have used a Java text field for taking the
input sample. When any user gives input, in the first attempt the system will allow a user to post because of unique content. In the second attempt, the system will allow the user to post duplicate content, and until the third attempt (Figure 5). In the fourth attempt, the system will restrict the duplicate content posting by giving this alarming message which is shown in Figure 6.

![Duplication restriction system](image1)

**Fig. 5: The system will allow the user to post duplicate content three times**

![Duplication restriction system](image2)

**Fig. 6: In the fourth attempt, the system will restrict the Duplicate content Posting!!**

2) **Impacts of increasing the size of strings:** We have checked our system to see the needed run time for various sizes of string in bytes which are given in Table I. Using these data, we have drawn a bar chart graph where we can see the computation time is increasing with the increase of the size of strings. From the graph, the result says that for 10000 bytes system need only 55 seconds which is much efficient.

![Size of string VS System Run Time](image3)

**Fig. 7: Impacts of increasing the Size of Strings VS System Run Time**

3) **Computation Complexity:** The system will depend on the user inputs. If the user gives input only one time then it will be executed at one time. Second and third times it will be worked for similar or different inputs. When a user gives input the same values in fourth times the system will restrict that for similar posts. If the user gives input to other values then the program will execute smoothly. So, the proposed system will execute n times for n inputs. So, the best, average and worst-case will be Big-oh(n).

V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

In this research paper, we have presented an idea with a proposed algorithm which has made a restriction for posting often the same or copied contents of the writing. Here, our attempt is to propose an idea for solving an irritating issue that happened on online social networks. When browsing online sites, users want new content rather than the same content over and over. Our aim is to focus on this irritating issue that happened all over the world on online social networks. In this research paper, we have tried to give an idea for taking a proper step to restrict this occurrence.

There is a limitation of our proposed approach is that, if add or changes in a single byte of strings it couldn’t detect any duplicate content. But we will work for it which is under progress and our future goal is to work with the plagiarism measurement analysis.
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